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resolution by mediation or negotiation. In several cases settlements had
already occurred
in the past with some of the coT claimants, but had not achieved finarity. The
second
benefit was the confidentiality of the process as opposed to, for instance,
ritigation inlpen
cout. The experience has shown that not all of these benefits have emerged
i,
materialised.
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In my view, there was one potentiar difficulty that shourd have been obvious
from
the outset' I do not make any apology for coming al,ong to this committee
and saying that
outright, because it should have been obvious, in my view, to the parties
and ev"ryoie
involved from the beginning. This deficiency revolves around the vexed question
of how
the ciaimants were to obtain, and the best method of obtaining, documents
from Terstra
which were to assist them in the process. In the process leading up to
the deverooment of
the arbitration procedures-and I rvor rot
b.
ablc to sa,,'this-the claimants $,ere told clearly that documents were to he rna{g ;.1.7s_i1o61"
to qh-em urrder the FOI Act. The Commonwearth ombudsman has ah"iarl"po-.red
on the
problems encountered by the claimants in that process, and I do not propose
to reiterate
her findings.
Senator SCHACHT-Do you disagree with her findings?
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atcvcr excmptions it inight bc entitled to
under
the FoI Act, and this often resulted in claimants receiving a*"r..*r,
,H" n.*
whicfi 6n6" them very difficurt to understand. In some cases, there were
"i
obviously
excisions of information. In contrast to this, the craimants courd have
sought a.rcess to
documents on a regurar basis under the arbitration procedures. provided
that those
documents were relevant, the arbitrator could have directed
relstra to produce those
documents without any deletions. If there was any argument
as to the relevance of
documents, the arbitrator would have had the power 6 require
their production and
inspection by him to make that determination in the first prace. Ttririty,
we know that the
FoI process as administered was extremely slow, and this contributed to much,
but
certainly ,,ot all, of the delay which the claimants encountered in prosecuting
their claims
through the arbitration procedures.
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with the benefit of hindsight, I will tum now to the lessons that are rearnt from
experience of the process. Firstly, arbitration is inherently a legaristic
or quasi-regaristic
procedure. It does not really matter how you might finetune
any particular arbitration. It
has the normal attributes of a quasiJegal procedure, where you
hive parties opposing each
other with someone in the middle having to make a determination.
traring .oiftt at,
I am on record as saying that Tersra's approach to the arbitration, Even
*^
*h.t
was excessively legalistic. For instance, in many instances it
"r"Jy'on"
made voluminou',
,.qr".i, ro,
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